
PHYSICAL FUN

Top tips on how to encourage children to be physically active at home

Bells on ribbons tied to wrists and ankles, the more
they move, the more the bells jingle
Helium filled balloon attached to feet to encourage
kicking
Covering legs with a piece of light fabric or crinkly
material so they can kick it off
Put toys or interesting objects just out of reach so
they are encouraged to reach for them
Create a sensory path on the floor to crawl across
using bubble wrap, a foil blanket and anything else
you can find

Make a sensory hoop by wrapping a hoola hoop with
assorted fabrics in different colours & textures and
tying on different toys or objects
Make some sensory bottles to roll, turn & touch
Place a   basket of interesting objects in front of
them for little hands to explore 
Fill sturdy ziplock bags with hair gel, pom poms, cut
up pieces of straw or even blobs of paint
Put some tennis or ballpool balls in a deep tray with
sides to push from one side to the other

Babies under one year should be encouraged to be
physically active throughout the day, in a range of ways.
Even non mobile babies can be encouraged to be
physically active, every day. Being active as infant
means reaching and grasping, pulling and pushing,
playing or rolling on the floor, moving their head, body
and limbs during daily routines, and during supervised
floor play and of course crawling around their
environment. Here some ideas you can try:

Also try to include at least 30 minutes of tummy time
spread throughout the day when they're awake, here are
some ideas to explore during tummy time:

Did you know that movement is our first form of
communication? Even before we are born we
kick in the womb in response to stimuli around
us! Physical development simply means
children's abilities to use and control their own
bodies and skills can be broken down in to Fine
Motor and Gross Motor skills. We've put together
some top tips on keeping your child physically
active and helping them to develop their Gross
Motor Skills. (We have a separate leaflet on
supporting Fine Motor Skills and a Pinterest
board too.)   
To develop Gross Motor Skills children need
opportunity to move around in a large open
space. Gross Motor Skills develop in a head to
toe pattern, first babies learn to hold their head
up independently, then over the next few months
begins to control their body to reach out for
objects, roll, sit and crawl. As children’s stability
and coordination develop, they gain the ability to
walk and maintain greater control of their
balance and coordination. This, in turn, leads to
children using more complex movements and
their bodies in different ways to run, jump, hop
and climb. There are lots of different activities
you can do with children to support these skills
and encourage them to be physically active at
the same time. Being physically active every day
is important for the healthy growth and
development of babies, toddlers and
preschoolers, but do you know how long children
should be physically active for each day?
 

https://www.pinterest.ch/twinklesnursery/funky-finger-gyms-for-fine-motor-skills/


Large scale tower building with empty cardboard
boxes 
Chasing bubbles out in the garden
Throw objects into the washing basket or an
empty bucket
Dig for treasure in a sandpit or mud if you're
feeling brave!
Dance to different music, think pop, rock,
country, Bollywood and classical
Magic painting outside with a bucket of water, a
large paint brush and a wall or fence
Make a pillow or cushion walkway through the
house to balance along
Bubble wrap jump - jump up and down to pop the
bubbles
Balloon catch either indoors or out, don't let it
touch the floor
Make a balance beam with a couple of decking
planks on the grass
Wash their car or bike out in the garden with a
big sponge of lots of bubbly water
Round the balls up - spread lots of balls around
the garden and collect them all up and place in a
hoop or bucket

Toddlers or children aged one to two years, should
be physically active every day for at least 180
minutes (3 hours). This should be spread out rather
than all at once and should include playing
outdoors. The 180 minutes can include light activity
such as standing up, moving around, rolling and
playing, as well as more energetic activity like
skipping, hopping, running and jumping. Activity
ideas could include:

Build an obstacle course out in the garden 
Make your own bowling game for outside or in
the hallway
Move around the garden like different animals
such as leap like a frog, hop like a bunny, run like
a cheetah, slither like a snake etc 
Fly a kite in a big open space
Large scale painting to different music (paper
pinned to the fence in good for this)
Make lines to run, walk, jump along out on the
drive or path with chalk or inside using electrical
tape on the kitchen or bathroom floor
Make paper planes to fly
Egg & spoon races out in the garden
Neighbourhood treasure Hunt - make a photo list
of things to look for as you walk round
Indoor skating - use paper plates under feet on
the carpet or clean cloths or flannels under feet
on a tiled or lino floor 
Cut out monster footprints and place facing in
different directions in a long line, then jump your
way along

Pre-schoolers or children aged three to four years,
should spend at least 180 minutes (3 hours) a day
doing a variety of physical activities, again spread
out throughout the day. The 180 minutes should
include at least 60 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous
intensity physical activity. Intense activity could
include: Running, jumping, bike riding, scooting,
racing games or even keep fit videos! Other activity
ideas could be: 

Visit our Physical Fun board on Pinterest for lots
more easy ideas to try at home
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